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If you have trouble seeing the images in the printed copy of ‘Below!’ they are in colour in the electronic version!

Ray Wright
We are sad to report that following 
a long battle with bone cancer Ray 
Wright of Clearwell Caves passed 
away in August, aged 85.

Ray re-opened the mines at 
Clearwell as a tourist attraction in 
1968. They had been worked for iron 
ore and ochre for over 4,000 years 
until they closed in 1945.

Ray was secretary of the Forest of 
Dean Freeminers Association for 
more than 30 years, and was one of 
four current Verderers of the Forest 
of Dean.

He was always keen to show 
how Clearwell was worked and 
encouraged visitors to explore the 
site. Over the years Ray has been 
a good friend to the Club and our 
thoughts and sympathies go to 
Jonathan (his son) and his family.

Neal Rushton

Corbyn Connection

David Corbyn lowering the ladder into 
the shaft, aided by John Mason and 
Jeremy Corbyn at the Burgam Mine, 
12th May 1963.

As the ‘hot name’ in the media at the 
moment is Jeremy Corbyn, it would 
seem unfair for ‘Below!’ to miss the 
chance to mention him.

Jeremy is the youngest son of David 
Corbyn who was our Club President 
for the first 21 years. His help and 
advice in our founding years was 
invaluable.

Jeremy was never a member of the 
Club but did come with his father on 
some Club expeditions. He ‘appears’ 
behind his father on page 10 of the 
‘Early History of the Club’ rigging a 
shaft at Burgam Mine (right). Mike 
Moore remembers him some years 
later attending a rescue practice at 
Huglith.

David Adams

New Club Publication - Now Available
Aerial Ropeways of Shropshire - 
Account 28 by Mike Shaw, David 
Poyner and Robert Evans, has just 
been published and is now available.

It has taken quite some time to 
produce - mainly because new 
material was constantly being 
found. For example it wasn’t until 
a Christmas walk earlier this year 
stumbled upon a concrete ropeway 
pylon base high on the hill above 
Perkins Beach, that the route of the 
Perkins Beach ropeway could be 
pinned down!

The book is divided into 2 sections: 

Part 1 - East Shropshire, covers 
the coal mine ropeways of Catherton 
Common, Bayton, Billingsley 
and Alverley plus the ropeway at 

Cosford Waterworks and some minor 
ropeways around the county.

Part 2 - West Shropshire, covers 
the ropeways from the Bog and 
Huglith mines to Malehurst Mill near 
Pontesbury. It brings together a lot of 
the fieldwork and research that Club 
members have done over the past 10 
to 12 years while ‘tracing’ the routes 
of these ropeways.

It also briefly looks at some 
‘imaginary’ Shropshire ropeways.

A4 with soft covers, 68 pages 
and numerous photographs, both 
historical and modern, it has proved 
a big hit with those that have seen it.
Retail price £12+p&p. Club 
members are entitled to a special 
discounted price.
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This Company took over some of the 
mines of the Malinslee & Stirchley 
Royalty during the declining years 
of the mining history of that estate in 
the1870s-1910s.

During this time there was a rapid 
succession of mine operators. Old 
Park Co. - E. Cheney - A.C.Cure - 
Haybridge Co. - Old Park Collieries 
- Haybridge Co. and Stirchley 
Coal and Iron Co. (from about 
1893-1900). In 1894 they were the 
fourth largest employer of miners 

Letters
An answer to the query: Last issue of ‘Below!’ Stirchley Coal and Iron Co. Ltd.

in the Coalbrookdale Coalfield (see 
‘Below!’ 2004.4) and were involved 
with the operation of Pudley Hill 
shafts, the major dewatering pit in 
the area (see ‘Below!’ 2012.4). Many 
of their pits are now in or adjoin 
the present Telford Town Park (see 
figure 1).

The map also shows the approximate 
routes of the two standard gauge 
mineral railways within the Park 
boundary, the Old Park Railway (pre 
1900) and the Randlay Railway (post 

1900). There is a need for someone 
to research more thoroughly these 
two railways!

The Park boundaries are based on 
those given to the writer when he 
researched the reclamation needs 
for the proposed park in 1973. Some 
years later he was involved with the 
Club in surveying the two shallow 
tunnel systems which exist in the 
park (shown as ‘A’ and ‘B’ on the 
map with the article on page 12.

Ivor Brown

OS Maps Updated and New Digital Version
device you don’t need an internet 
connection to view any downloaded 
maps when you are out and about. 
Although there seem to be a few 
complaints about the app, possibly 
teething trouble!

The OS app also includes a complete 
overview road map of Great Britain 
which is ideal for driving or cycling 
to your destination.

The colours on the digital maps have 
been enhanced, so contours, shading 
and vegetation can be more easily 
seen.

Find out more (and purchase maps) 
on the OS website:

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/

The Ordnance Survey have updated 
all of their OS Explorer 1:25 000 
scale maps and released them with a 
free digital version of that map. The 
Landranger 1:50 000 scale maps are 
due to be released in February 2016.

To get the digital version of the map 
you need to download a free app 
for your Apple or Android mobile 
or tablet (it needs to be a modern 
one!) from the app store for your 
device, then using a special code 
found inside the paper map you can 
download it’s digital version to your 
device.

The OS app is GPS enabled and 
has route planning and recording 
built into it. As it is saved on your 

News Round-Up 1
Ivor Brown

Mines Regulations 2014
The Mines Regulations 2014 
came into force on 6th April 2015 
and replaces all previous health 
and safety law appertaining to 
mining (including the 1954 Mines 
Act). There are a few exceptions 
mostly relating to use of electricity 
underground, similarly explosives 
usage, prevention of inrushes, escape 
and rescue and control of inhalable 
dust.

There are a few important changes 
such as the following:

The Regulations now include 
“Tourist Mines” specifically in 10 
sections.

T.Sopwith
When researching the item on the 
Town Park (see page NN in this 
issue), the writer noticed that his 
“Plan of the Mineral Property of 
Malinslee & Stirchley belonging 
to R.H.Cheney”, dated 1840-1 had 
been drawn by M.Scott “under the 
direction of T. Sopwith FRS”.

T.Sopwith was at one time involved 
with the Alston Mines and the Forest 
of Dean.

His ancestors developed among 
other things the Surveyors Stave and 
his grandson (also called Thomas) 
developed the Sopwith Camel 
aircraft (see “Thomas Sopwith, 
Surveyor” by R.Sopwith 1994).

The principal dutyholder is now 
the mine operator not the mine 
manager.

Mine supervisory staff will now be 
“certified” by the operator not the 
State as previously e.g. “tickets” 
for managers, deputies, shotfirers 
and surveyors.

There is no longer a need to 
participate in the “mines rescue 
scheme”, operators can nominate 
any scheme or themselves.

A free-to-download, web-friendly 
version of L149 - The Mines 
Regulations 2014 (First edition,  
published 2015) can be found at:

www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/l149.htm

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/l149.htm
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Trip Report - Fron Goch, Saturday 18th July 2015
Alan Robinson

Steve Holding and I visited this mine 
as part of a Mid Wales weekend 
trip. I am not sure if it counts as an 
‘official’ SCMC trip, since there was 
only the two of us, but we thought 
a few notes might encourage a few 
more club members to venture out 
this way. Our first challenge was 
remembering where the entrance was 
located as I knew I hadn’t been there 
since July 2002 and Steve was pretty 
sure he had a similar interval since 
his last visit!

For those not familiar with Frongoch 
Lead Mine, it can be found about 
2 miles North West of Pont Rhyd-
y-Groes. It is one of the larger 
mine sites in North Ceredigion and 
was worked for both lead and zinc 
during its life. The mine buildings 
and shafts are all situated on private 
land at the top of a hill (SN723745), 
whilst access is via a drainage adit 
(SN713743) driven lower down the 
hillside from the adjacent Wemyss 
mine. Parking is quite limited, but a 
couple of cars can be squeezed in on 
the road bend below the old mill. 

Although mining at Frongoch 
started in the mid 1700’s, large scale 
working did not commence until 
1834 when it was taken over by the 
Lisburne Mines formed by John 
Taylor. The neighbouring mine of 
Wemyss was originally independent 
but was taken over by Frongoch 
mainly so as to be able to use the 
Wemyss adit for drainage as it 
coincided with the 24 Fathom Level.

By 1878 the mine had achieved a 
depth of 103 fathoms purely for 
working lead. It was developed 
primarily for water power as coal 
transport costs from Aberystwyth 
proved uneconomic for steam 
engines. In 1878 with falling lead 
prices the mine was sold on to the 
Frongoch Mine Limited, who started 
to extract substantially more zinc 
blende than galena. Over the next 
20 years 50,000 tons of blende was 
removed and the mine reached a 
depth of 154 fathoms.

In 1899 a Belgian company, the 
Societe Anonyme Metallurgique of 

Leige took over and invested heavily 
in new plant and equipment. Much 
of this was electrically driven by the 
mines own power station purposely 
built a mile to the west.

This company seems to have suffered 
from sporadic strikes and vandalism 
from locals because almost half the 
workforce employed were Italian 
immigrants. By 1910, mining had 
ceased underground, but much of 
the waste tips were removed for re-
processing at the nearby Gwaithgoch 
mills during the 1920s. A small 
amount of exploratory drives for zinc 
were undertaken in the 1930s.

Today, entry to the mine is via a 
mainly aluminium laddered 10-15m 
climb through an old stope/surface 
collapse about 20-30m inbye of the 
existing portal. Roy Fellows was 
instrumental in creating this route 
with others in 2002. This was closely 
followed by further digs and finally 
with Roy re-laddering a manway up 
to the 14 Fathom horizon in the last 
year.

Map showing the locations of the mine features mentioned in the text.   (Based on the 1956 Ordnance Survey map - SN77)
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The Adit shaft is covered by 2 light 
weight manhole covers to prevent 
the local sheep population from mass 
suicide.

From the bottom of the ladders 
at adit level a low arch leads to 
stooping passage in a shallow 
streamway, which gradually gets 
higher and continues to an open 
chamber after about 350 metres.

Before this, a small climb up with a 
thin polypropylene cord was noted 
on the right hand side. I climbed this 
on the way back out to find a short 
level which goes for about 10m or so 
before turning left for about the same 
distance to end at infill from above. 
There is a buried wheelbarrow at this 
location.

Back in the main level we continued 
for about another 50 metres to a 
crossroads. Left and forward end 
at foreheads, but right leads to the 
opening of Boundary shaft, which 
has been surfaced filled with a 
variety of scrap and rubbish.

There is an iron kibble in the level 
just before the shaft. The shaft floor 
appears entirely backfilled, but there 
is a collection of ominous hanging 
death a few feet up. It is possible to 
bypass the shaft to pick up the main 
level running eastwards again at 
another crossroads. 

To the west, a series of flooded 
stopes are encountered. I had 
crossed these on my previous visit, 
but wanted to avoid a complete 
immersion this time. A swim across 
is almost unavoidable, but a traverse 
pull-line is secured across the water.

Facing south at the 2nd crossroads 
leads to a short blind level with short 
turn offs. Continuing (past the back 
of Boundary shaft) along the main 
level a short climb is reached to the 
right. From here the passage swings 
around a corner with a laddered rise 
on the left. This is the way up to the 
14 fathom level.

Trip Report - Fron Goch, Saturday 18th July 2015
Continued ...

Above: Roy’s re-laddered man-way.     (Roy Fellows)

Below: Roy Fellows looking into an Underhand stope.       (Roy Fellows)
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Ignoring this for the moment we 
continued onto another backfilled 
shaft (Williams) with a similar 
bypass arrangement. Perhaps 
25 metres inbye, an extensively 
supported dig is met, which I believe 
once again to be one of Roy’s efforts. 

Unfortunately another collapse 
follows shortly and no more progress 
can be made. However 
on my previous visit 
here it was possible to 
continue in further to an 
Engine shaft complete 
with insitu pump rods 
(see the sketch on the 
right). There are a 
number of small stopes 
in this section.

Returning to the manway 
rise, we were able to 
climb 5 or 6 new wooden 
ladders, complete with 
intermediate platforms 
up to the next level. Roy 
built this on site and has 
added bolted chains or 
grabs at each stage to 
help climbing on and off 
the platforms. From the 
top of the rise, the level 
goes south west over a 
stope then a few metres 
to a forehead.
   
In the opposite direction 
a low crawl is met. 
Excavated from backfill, 
it starts hands and knees 
but lowers to flat out 
before emerging into 
walking passage adjacent 
to the connection to 
Williams shaft. This is 
open upwards (not to 
daylight), but is blocked 
a short distance down 
presumably to the lower 
level and beyond. The 
passage still has rails 
in place, but reaches 
another collapse inbye.

A grovel back through 
the crawl, down the 
ladders and then we were 

on our way back to the entrance, 
with a slight diversion to dig out and 
squeeze through one of the short side 
passages.

Background References
Bick D.E, The Old Metal Mines of Mid-

Wales Part 1- South of Devil’s 
Bridge, The Pound House, Revised 
Ed.1976 pp13-17

Burt R. et al, The Mines of 
Cardiganshire-Metalliferous and 
Associated Minerals 1845-1913    
Exeter University, 1992 p46-48

Fellows R.  Frongoch Mine - an 
Underground Exploration, SCMC 
Journal No. 3, The Shropshire 
Caving & Mining Club. 1995 
pp41-45

Trip Report - Fron Goch, Saturday 18th July 2015
Continued ...
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Trip Report - Cwmystwyth 18th & 19th July 2015
Steve Holding

Alan Robinson and Steve Holding 
visited Cwmystwyth on Saturday 
18th July after a trip to Fron Goch 
(being reported separately by AR 
- see page 3). We looked to bolt 
a descent from an adit (011 - see 
map below) between King’s (005) 
and Queen’s adits (009)  with an 
expectation of being able to access 
Queen’s Adit.

The bolting proved to be more of a 
problem than expected (see separate 
report on possible problems with 
‘toothed-cone’ bolts) and we returned 
on the Sunday morning to complete 
the placement of bolts.

After completing the adit bolting, 
we went for a high level wander that 
took us to the area of Jacklas Adit 
(026) and Day Level (010) and over 
the hill to Evans’s Adit (008). This 
walk-over the hill to Evans’s Level 
crosses some old hushes and gives 
an impressive view of  the higher 
workings and hushes on the far side 
of the Nant-yr-Onnen valley.

Later, we carried on, at high level, 
round into the Nant-y-Watcym valley 
to what we think were Steel Ore Adit 

(051) and Top Tramway Adit (052) 
then up to look at into the top of the 
open Graig Fawr stopes (060 & 061).
Numbered locations correspond to 
points identified on the Cambrian 
Mines Trust website map.

Day Level (just below the ore-
bins) was open, leading to various 
branches with small stope workings 
– there was the base of an ore-chute 
in one branch but a hanging boulder 
prevented safe ascent. Evans’s Adit 
was open but the grill was still intact 
and hence not entered.

Steel Ore Adit was unusual in that 
what was first entered looked like the 
top of a filled stope but a short climb 
gave access to a reasonably long 
level – further along was a drop that 
could potentially be traversed if we 
returned with a lifeline.

What was believed to be Top 
Tramway Adit soon came to an area 
of considerable collapse – there 
maybe a route through but it really 
looks too unstable for sensible 
consideration.

Walking up to the open stopes 

around Graig Fawr is a great way to 
test acrophobia but fascinating to see 
how the hill has been substantially 
carved up by the miners in the past.

The afternoon of Sunday 19th July 
had us return to the bolted adit above 
Queen’s Adit. Confident that we now 
had reasonable bolts, it was only a 
30’ pitch into the stopes below.

A flooded level could be seen from 
the top of the pitch but this proved 
to only go to a blind heading – the 
other way gave two options for 
further descent – one route down 
had a short old rope attached to a 
jammed rail but it was not possible to 
see what was below – it is probably 
a straightforward hand-line descent 
but return with more rope is needed 
to be safe.

This stope contained the most intact 
early wheel barrow that either of us 
have encountered. This is a location 
that Alan and myself are keen to 
revisit and explore further, if anyone 
would like to join us please let me 
know.

Map of the levels and adits around Cwmystwyth. Those with numbers are referred to in the text.
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Mike Shaw and Steve Holding carrying out excavations on the 23rd June.
(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

One of the millstones and a large pit (Pit P8) in 1968.        (Ken Lock Collection)

The hearth area of Cothercott mill in 1974 - before the trees grew up!
(Edwin Thorpe Collection)

The Tuesday walks this June 
and July ranged widely and in 
commendable detail over some 
120,000 square feet (for those of 
a Napoleonic persuasion this is 
about 360,000 square decimetres) of 
Shropshire mining country, included 
one Sunday and ran into early 
September, with numbers ranging 
from one to at least six, usually at the 
upper end of that range.

The programme began with the 
idea of a week or two assessing the 
mill remains at Cothercott in the 
knowledge that the Stiperstones and 
Corndon Landscape Partnership 
Scheme (LPS) were planning to 
carry out stabilisation works, mount 
a mine related wagon and provide 
interpretation for the site. In a 
classic example of mission creep 
the mission crept not only to cover 
the entire campaign but to virtually 
commit to further excavation and 
interpretation for some time to come.

The first realisation was that we 
had little beyond the vaguest idea  
of how the mill process worked at 
any given date, this was spurred on 
when, upon arrival on 23rd June we 
noted that the contractors carrying 
out stabilisation works for the LPS 
had cleared part of the two ‘hearths’ 
in the south face of the retaining wall 
(aka ‘the cliff’). 

Until about 1981 the mill floors had 
been littered with possibly a dozen 
millstones and an octagonal base and 
various pits were open and contained 
water. Thankfully Shropshire 
photographic Society had both run 
visits to the site around 1969 and 
deposited the results with Shropshire 
Archives and an SCMC member had 
taken a few equally good quality 
colour slides in 1974. Armed with 
these and a 1929 high level view, 
(see “Lead, Copper and Barytes 
Mines of Shropshire”) we had some 
idea what might be findable.

Two or three mill stones were known 
to survive peeping out of the long 
grass at the north western edge of the 
site and the rest were presumed to 
have gone to be garden ornaments, 
the substantial octagonal base had 

Tuesday Walks 2015 - Cothercott
Mike Shaw
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The octagonal concrete base, possibly part of the gas generation plant.
(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

View into the flues of the western hearth in the ‘cliff’ area, looking North.

Right: ‘Harrison Stourbridge’ 
yellow fire brick found in the 
grass by the hearths.

The brick was made by 
George King Harrison (c1826-
1906), the ‘King of Clay’, who 
owned Perrins & Harrison, of 
Lye.

also disappeared. This clearance and 
the filling of the pits was done by 
the farmer to enable large vehicles to 
access to site for grain to be tipped 
into them from the ‘cliff’ following 
a change from livestock to arable 
farming.

June 2nd
Our work had started on June 2nd 
with turf being cleared off some of 
the known  floors. The main mill 
buildings (buildings three and five) 
and steel stanchions were measured 
in outline and a very speculative 
search at the very north end of the 
site was undertaken. This revealed an 
octagonal concrete base completely 
hidden in brambles, nettles and 
bracken.

The base puzzled us, having a grate 
on one side with a small access panel 
low down in the opposite side and 
an opening formed for a six inch 
diameter pipe to enter. This pipe 
opening is flanged on both sides of 
the base with six c3/4 inch bolts. The 
earlier photographs suggested where 
the base may have been dragged 
from, and a right angle now exposed 
in the concrete floor is probably 
its original location. The only 
suggestion for its purpose was that it 
was the base for the gas generator or 
scrubber from the suction gas plant 
which the site was known to have 
acquired c1915. 

The clearing of floors exposed 
nothing unexpected and the 
measuring of the stumps of the steel 
stanchions revealed that the south 
end of the building (building 5) had 
6x4 inch ones and the north end 
(building 3) 7x4’s lending strength to 
the view that the building has been 
extended northwards, perhaps during 
some capital expenditure c 1922.

June 23rd
Subsequent weeks carried on very 
similarly, on 23rd June time was 
spent looking at the hearths, which 
did not reveal all their secrets. 
There appears possibly to have been 
a lower fire chamber with much 
vitrification and an upper ‘duct’. 

Tuesday Walks 2015 - Cothercott
Continued ...

Early photographs showing the top 
of the ‘cliff’ suggest that something 
may have crossed the full width of it, 
a chimney is known to have been at 
the south east corner, and probably 
served the hearths.

A 1974 photograph shows a cast iron 
access cover frame midway between 
the two hearths. Best guess so far 
is that this was related to drying 
the coarsely ground barytes prior to 

milling at the lower level. 

A part of the base of the ‘cliff’ 
was exposed and the stump of the 
hoped for 6x4” steel stanchion 
was found. The front of the ‘cliff’ 
slopes at about five degrees to the 
vertical and had timbers built in 
adjoining the stanchions but on the 
slope. Meanwhile digging out the 
floors continued to reveal unknown 
buildings.
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The buildings on the site in the 1920s. The numbers are those referred to in the text.

Ian Cooper working 
the tirfer to pull the 
octagonal concrete 
base out of the 
undergrowth on 
August 23rd.

(Kelvin Lake - 
I.A.Recordings)

During the first few weeks the 
known millstones were uncovered 
and measured. In uncovering them 
others were found and then trial 
holes were dug in likely places, i.e. 
where pits were known to have been 
filled, more stones were discovered. 
At least eleven have been found, 
possibly all the stones extant in 1981 
survive.

The stones (so far cleared and 
measured) are 54 to 54.5 inches in 
diameter and 17-18 inches deep, the 
diameter is towards the high end of 
the usual dimensions for such but 
the thickness is quite unusual, five 
inches more than would have been 
normal in a corn mill.

An area of building 3 looked to 
have been loosely filled and then 
given a very poor, thin concrete 
surface. Visible in that surface were 
broken pieces of curved firebricks, 
named ones being from ‘Halls’ 
and from ‘Harris Pearson’ both of 
Stourbridge. Scraping established 
that these bits of firebrick were not 
casual hardcore but two lots formed 
rectangular enclosures one of which 
was excavated for about two feet 
through apparently ground barytes 
with some demolition rubble into a 
layer of ash (see report on page 11). 
Any suggestion as to what these may 
have been would be welcomed.

Following these strenuous activities 
the White Horse at Pulverbatch was 
visited and even there significant 
activity took place.

The difficulty of lifting 30 year old 
turf and the problems of removing 
spoil had exercised us for a week 
or two and it was decided that we 
needed a (small) digger and a (small) 
dumper. They had to fit between 
the newly erected LPS fence posts 
and we felt that the rails could be 
removed and replaced without 
difficulty.

Andy Harris has a small dumper 
which he was prepared to bring when 
useful, but ideas were scarce as far 
as a digger was concerned, not only 
must it be man enough for the work 
including moving the octagonal base 
and millstones it must be available 
and affordable. One visit to the 
White Horse found a plant hire 
company truck in the car park. This 
chance was too good to miss and Mr 
Unwin was approached and agreed to 
bring his one and a half ton digger to 
the site for the price of his diesel and 
beer money.

Tuesday Walks 2015 - Cothercott
Continued ...
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Mr Unwin using his digger to load Andy Harris’s dumper, with Mike Shaw and 
Andy Wood helping clear the spoil off the concrete floor of building 3.

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Andy Harris and Andy Wood look on as an attempt is made to move a 
millstone.       (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

The two excavated millstones (a black & white cm scale is by the lefthand one)

August 23rd
Mr. Unwin’s offer was accepted and 
the visit took place very successfully 
on 23rd August. The  digger was able 
to lift the edge of the octagonal base 
enough to get scaffold poles under 
it but did not have the weight to 
pull it clear, however it was moved 
successfully with Andy Harris’s 
tirfer, the digger being used as the 
anchor point. The base was left on 
scaffold pole rollers on a concrete 
floor not too far from its original and 
hopeful final position.

The millstones also challenged the 
digger but with a combination of 
levers and brute force (human and 
digger), two were finally stood up 
and dragged onto an area of floor far 
enough from the road to hopefully 
deter anyone looking for garden 
ornaments. The digger also cleared 
a lot of earlier spoil to where the 
octagonal base had been, and several 
square yards of floor extending rather 
further than we had expected.

The opportunity was also taken 
to clear the surface of a large 
‘H’ shaped base known from 
photographs which is suspected of 
being the base of a twin flywheel gas 
engine. Following this excitement a 
little more clearance has been done 
and the octagonal base measured and 
photographed. 

One added bonus of the investigation 
is that the LPS can use our efforts 
towards match funding for the 
relevant projects. I would also like 
to extend great thanks to Mr Unwin 
for his digger and Andy Harris for 
his dumper. Hopefully the above 
gives a picture of our activity but 
clearly much detail has had to be 
omitted which should in due course 
be written up, but as we are really 
no further in understanding the mill 
‘flow’ this may take some time.

Further reading
Carruthers et al, Special report 

on the Mineral Resources 
of GB Vol 2  Barytes and                              
Witherite, BGS, 1915.  

Tuesday Walks 2015 - Cothercott
Continued ...

Carruthers et al, Special report on 
the Mineral Resources of GB Vol 
2  Barytes and Witherite, BGS, 
1916.

Wilson et al, Special report on the 
Mineral Resources of GB Vol 

2  Barytes and Witherite, BGS, 
1922. 

Shaw M, Lead Copper and Barytes 
Mines of Shropshire, Logaston 
Press, 2009.
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Two square features surrounded 
by fire bricks on the lower level 
of Cothercott Mill have been 
investigated.

The two structures are marked as i 
and ii on the plan (Fig.1, below) and 
are part of the structure P7, a crudely 
laid concrete floor.

Structure i (Fig.2) is bounded by 
concrete on two sides and fire bricks 
on the other two.

Structure ii is similar, but is 
surrounded by firebricks on three 
sides (Fig.3). The firebricks are 
crudely laid and seem to have been 
reclaimed from other structures; they 
are of different sizes and some are 
curved. Manufacturers include ‘Hall’ 
and ‘Harris and Pearson’.

In structure i, there are at least two 
courses of brick laid on top of each 
other.

Both structures are filled with ground 
barites mixed with stones; at the top 
of this there are various iron objects 
(bolts, etc) and broken window glass. 
These probably became included 
during demolition of the mill. 
Beyond structure i, there is dark, 
earthy fill with stones and some 
coke.

Structure ii is mainly surrounded 
by the crudely laid concrete; this 
overlaid the bricks on the north side 
(Fig. 4). The concrete itself is laid 
immediately on broken, bright-red 
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Fire brick structures of Cothercott Mill
David Poyner

Figure 1: Plan of Cothercott Mill

Figure 2: Structure i, looking west.

Figure 3: Structure ii, showing the fill 
to the north (the spade is 39” long).

Figure 4: Structure ii, looking west 
and with the concrete covering the 
firebricks removed.

Figure 5: Detail of the concrete next 
to the firebricks in structure ii

bricks (Fig. 5); they in turn rest on 
gravel.

To the north, there is a poorly defined 
boundary between concrete or stones 
set in earth and the concrete/red 
bricks.

Pictures: David Poyner
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Notes on some pits in the Town Park area
Ivor Brown

Spout (SJ 695 085)
Also called Holywell Pit.
Sunk: 1822.
Depth: 540ft. (Prestwich), 540ft. in 
1891, with 8ft. diameter shafts.
Williams says it was last worked in 
1912 by Jack Dawles, Chartermaster.
The winch timbers were taken to 
Dark Lane Methodist Church and 
used for the pulpit. The pit had flat 
3-link winding chain in 1884. 
Three fatal accidents were reported 
in 1853, 1861, 
and 1863.

Wood (SJ 698 061)
Sunk: 1835.
Depth: 500ft. in 1891, with 8ft. 
diameter shafts. 
Ventilation: natural air coursing.
Closed due to water from “150ft. 
fault” in 1853 (Williams). It had flat 
3-link winding chain in 1884, but 
was noted as ‘standing’ in 1900.

Wharf (SJ 701 082)
Sunk: 1823.
Depth: 492ft. (Scott). 

Cuxeys Wood (SJ 706 078)
Sometimes called Manlinslee Pit.
Sunk: 1834.
Depth: 593ft. (Scott). 
Described as being in “Deep 
Angle” position between faults (?) 
(Williams). 

Figure 1
Telford Town 
Park Area with 
comments and 
pit locations 
overlayed on the 
OS base map.

The names 
of furnace - 
ironworks sites 
are underlined 
on the map:
  Old Park
  Dark Lane
  Hinksay - later
     Old Park
  Stirchley
  Langley Field

Note:
The early Old 
Park works were 
replaced by the 
later works at 
Hinksay which, 
confusingly,  
became known 
as Old Park.

Similarly the 
Randlay Railway 
later became 
known as 
the Old Park 
Railway.

The pits called 
Lawn, Dark 
Lane, Grange, 
Lodge, & Forge 
should not be 
confused with 
pits having 
similar names 
operated by the 
Lilleshall Co. (!)
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Moor Farm (SJ 695 076)
Sinking date unknown.
Depth: 592ft. (NCB). Randle Coal at 
570ft.
Three fatal accidents were reported 
in 1857, 1863, and 1872.

Hinksay (SJ 699 075)
Depth: 592ft. (NCB), Sulphur Coal 
at 533ft. 
Fatal accidents reported in 1859, 
1861, 1873 and 1875.

Jerry (SJ 694 074)
Randle Coal reached at 570ft. It was 
the main winding shafts for Moor 
Farm and Little Eighton Pits in 1858 
(Doody).
Workings shown until at least 1869.

Langley Field (SJ 692 074)
Sunk: before 1824.
Sulphur Coal reached at 533ft.
Pit had at least 10 shafts.
Fatal accidents recorded in 1850, 
1862, 1864 and 1867.

Forge (Meadow) (SJ 697 072)
Sunk: c1825.
White flat ironstone at 489ft.

Notes on some pits in the Town Park area
Continued ...

Tunnel ‘B’

Tu
nnel ‘A

’

Forge had water problems during 
sinking (Williams). It is thought to 
have closed before 1882.
Fatal accident reported in 1869.

Old Grange (SJ 701 071)
Sinking date unknown.
Depth: 540ft. deep in 1891, with 8ft. 
diameter shafts.
Ventilation: Exhaust steam.
Little Flint Coal worked at 558ft.
Had flat wire rope 4” by 3/4” (1884) 
also a round rope.

The pit employed 36 men 
underground and 7 on the surface in 
1894.

Worked to about 1908 (Williams).
Ten fatal accidents were reported: in 
1861 (3), 1862 (2), 1867 (3), 1874 
(2), some were explosions.

For the surface layout in 1882, see 
figure 2, below.

Wallows (SJ 692 070)
Also called Hinksay, shown as ‘Old 
Shaft’ in 1882.
No other information found to-date.

Stirchley (SJ 692 066)
No information (so far).
The writer dealt with a tip fire 
incident here in 1973, obviously an 
ironstone mine. Large amounts of 
coal found in the tip waste.

Southall (SJ 691 065)
Operated by the Coalbrookdale Co.
Closed before 1882.
Fatal accident reported in 1869.

All the above pits produced coal and 
ironstone and all had closed by 1891, 
unless mentioned otherwise.

References
 1. “Thomas Botfield”, by 

W.H.Willams, Shropshire 
Magazine, Dec. 1965 & Jan. 1966.

 2. “On the Symon Fault”, 
M.W.T.Scott, Geological Society, 
London 1861 Quarterly Journal.

 3. “A History of Shropshire” (VCH) 
Vol. XI, Telford. OUP 1985, 
G.Baugh editor.

 4. “Mines & Collieries of Dawley 
New Town Area”, W.H.Williams, 
unpublished paper c1967.

Figure 2
Stirchley Iron Works, Grange Pit and locations of two tunnels, Telford Town Park. Based on 1888 OS map.
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Notes on some pits in the Town Park area - tunnels
Ivor Brown

Two shallow tunnels are known in the Town Park Area. To indicate 
their location and route they have been traced onto the 1882 OS map 
(see figure 2 on previous page and figure 3 below).

Tunnel A - Hinksay Tunnel
This is probably a tramway tunnel and was surveyed and reported on 
by John Heathcote and Ivor Brown on 14th August 1983 (see report 
on next page) 

Tunnel B - Langley Tunnel
This is probably a water tunnel.

The tunnel is on Abandonment Plan No.3759F38 in the NCB Record 
Office (or was in 1983). The plan shows a shallow level along the line 
indicated on figure 3.

Five shafts are shown (A, B,C,D and E) and the level is believed to 
surface at F.

An entry into the reservoir at this point is shown on Doody’s Plan 
of 1858 and on the OS map of 1882. The level was probably used to 
collect and convey water to the reservoir.

It is believed to be 2 to 4 metres below surface level for most of its 
length. In about 1980 the District Council exposed a small shaft at 
C1, which was probably the one shown on the Plan. It was about 3 
metres deep.

Several of the shafts are shown as ‘wells’ on various maps.

Figure 3: Locations and routes of the two tunnels in Telford Town Park. Surveyed by John Heathcote and Ivor 
Brown and overlayed on a recent 1:2500 OS map.

1870s Advertisement for iron from the Town 
Park Pits.
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Notes on some pits in the Town Park area - tunnels
Continued ...

Tunnel ‘A’ - HinksAy Tunnel, 14TH AugusT 1983
Surveyed by J.HeatHcote and I.J.brown

The distance from the tunnel mouth (a1) to the edge of the fall in the tunnel was 36.6m and the 
distance from tunnel mouth to the shaft on the surface was 36.7m both at a bearing of 298 from the 
tunnel mouth.

The tunnel mouth is at the base of a stone retaining wall and the tunnel has three skins of brickwork. 
up to the Shaft 1 (S1) the tunnel is generally 3m wide and 1.7m high.  at a distance of 13.4m into 
the tunnel it appears that the tunnel has at some time been sealed by a wall and door, part of the wall 
remains. up to this point the arch has suffered severe structural damage.  This may have been caused 
by the effects of mining subsidence in the late 19th c aggravated by the fact that this length of tunnel 
is probably in unconsolidated deposit (the rest of the tunnel is shown on the new 1:25000 Geological 
Map to be in upper coal Measure Thick rock Sandstone).  In places only one of the three skins of 
brickwork remains intact and there is cracking at the centre of the tunnel arch.

Material which had fallen from the shaft completely blocked the tunnel at Shaft S1 (36.6m).  The fall 
material consisted of household waste, mostly post-1940, with some large plastic containers.  an access 
through the fall was made using bottomless oil drums as a shield.  These were removed at the termination 
of the survey and collapse of fill again took place.  Shaft S1 appeared from underground to be oval shaped 
and about 2.5m wide at the shoulder of the tunnel and 2m wide in line with it.  Shaft S1 appeared to 
be about 7m total depth with 4m of fill, it is not thought to continue below the tunnel floor.

beyond Shaft S1 the tunnel continues in rather better condition but slightly higher, about 3m wide 
and 2.5m high.   water had accumulated behind the fall up to a depth of about 600mm in places.  This 
contained the skeleton of possibly a dog or similar.  10m beyond the fall the tunnel was dry although 
it was obvious that it flooded periodically to about 300mm depth.

The floor was, in parts, paved with brick along one or two strips of tramway width.  This probably 
indicates the tunnel’s original purpose.  one skin of brickwork had collapsed in places along the bottom 
of the tunnel walls, particularly where it had been subjected to flooding.  In the brickwork walls there 
were holes about 200mm square at fairly regular intervals.  This is a common feature of local tunnels 
and is believed to be connected with their construction.

after a fairly sharp curve in a southerly direction Shaft 2 (S2) was reached.  It was about 2.5m diameter, 
of single thickness brickwork and completely open.  Thin timber supports on steel girders could be 
seen about 7m up the shaft.  There was no evidence that the shaft continued beyond the tunnel floor.

From Shaft S2 the tunnel was straight and clear of debris and water until Shaft 3 (S3) was reached.  
tunnel dimensions remained at about 3m wide and 2.5m high but with several substantial areas of 
collapsing brickwork along the tunnel sides.  Stalactites up to 500mm long and stalagmites up to 150mm 
high indicated that the tunnel had not been entered for some time.  Shaft S3 was about 2.5m diameter 
and the fall material beneath it appeared to have been brought in by storm-water.  It consisted mainly 
of soily material and bricks.

beyond Shaft S3 the tunnel was flooded up to 600m deep with evidence that after storms it could be 
much higher. bubbles of gas could be seen rising through the water.  This is thought to be methane 
from decaying vegetation and could be dangerous if it reached explosive proportions.

The terminal collapse was of soil-like material.  Measurements indicate that the tunnel continued beyond 
the fall for about 3m to the collapsed second entrance. For the last 10m of tunnel seen the soffit is 
flattened and the tunnel has lost one skin of brickwork.
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In the 1940s/50s there still remained 
in Madeley at least three “donkey 
bridges”. These were special bridges 
to take donkey-hauled trucks on rails 
over canals or roadways connecting 
the top of one ironstone-waste tip to 
another.

Two of the bridges (also called 
“skeleton bridges”, because they 
consisted of little more than a tall 
timber framework), connected Hills 
Lane Pit and Shawfield Pit to their 
respective tip extensions on the 
opposite side of the canal (see figures 
1 and 2).

Both must have dated from the 
1860s. Large areas of tip space were 
needed for the ironstone shales 
brought from the pits to “weather” 
over the winter so that girls could 
pick out the ironstone balls and load 
them into the donkey-hauled trucks 
to take to stacking “rucks”. Donkeys 
were used for this work because in 
Shropshire they were cheaper to 
keep than ponies - in a survey in 
1900 Shropshire Pits employed 488 
horses, ponies etc. of which 25 were 
donkeys, this was a higher proportion 
than other English Counties.

The third “donkey bridge” was 
over Gypsy Lane in the Madeley 
Court complex of pit-mounds. It is 
made of brick and stands alongside 
a similarly built standard gauge 
railway bridge of similar date 
1850s/60s - although the railway 
bridge was infilled when the ‘Silkin 
Way’ footpath was created along the 
track bed in recent years (see ‘Below 
2004.4’, p15). 

The Madeley “Donkey” Bridges
Ivor Brown

(Note this report relates mainly to the situation in the 1950s, their present condition is not known by the writer.)

Figure 1: Shawfield Pit Bridge, 1952.  (W.H.Williams)

Figure 2: Sketch of the remains of the abutments of 
a ‘donkey bridge’ crossing the canal at Hills Lane Pit, 
Madeley, 1954.                (drawn by I.J.Brown)

Figure 1: Sketched on an OS map base, the bridges are numbers 4, 7 
and 10 - the other numbers indicate other industrial archaeological 
remains in the vicinity of the Madeley branch canal. 

(drawn by I.J.Brown)
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At the western edge of the Spanish 
province of Murcia, beyond 
Mazarron visited on the club trip in 
2008, lies the town of Águilas, which 
had a strong British connection.

Between 1887 and 1894 the British 
company, Great Southern of Spain 
Railway Company (later known as 
the LBA), built a railway from Lorca 
in Murcia to Baza in Granada with a 
link to Águilas. The main purpose of 
the line and the source of any profits 
that it made, was the development 
of the Bacares and Seron (see www.
seron.tv) iron ore mines in the Sierra 
de los Filabres in Almeria and the 
transport of the ore.

The Las Menas mines supplied 
the bulk of the ore carried by the 
LBA. Most of the ore was shipped 
to England for processing and 
a significant British population 
developed in the town, so much so, 
that there is still a British cemetery 
there.

Around the turn of the 20th century, 
Gustav Gillman the LBA general 
manager pushed for modern mining 
in the Sierra de los Filabres and built 
a pier at El Hornillo in Águilas to 
export the ore.

On a recent trip and for the princely 
sum of one euro, I was able to 
visit the GSSR railway museum 
situated beneath Águilas station in 
the original cellar and strong room.  
There is an extensive and eclectic 
collection of memorabilia, models 
and old photos illustrating the history 
and life of the railway.

The railway was extended from 
the station, over a bridge, to reach 
the shore near the cliff top on the 
same level as the elevated pier 
that Gillman built. The 170m long 
loading pier itself is easy to see, 
as it is very visible, sticking out 
into the bay but the land all around 
has been developed with new 
housing so actually finding access 
to it was quite a struggle.  It is an 
historic monument so it is in fair 
condition, despite having been built 

The Cargadero at El Hornillo, Águilas
Andy Wood

Above & Below: Views of the pier at El Hornillo.     (Andy Wood)

Above & right: 
Schematics of 
the railway and 
pier layout at El 
Hornillo.

(Don Gaunt)

http://www.seron.tv/
http://www.seron.tv/
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in 1899-1903 but it does need some 
conservation and safety work. There 
is no general public access to the site, 
although trips may be arranged, but a 
new metal walkway has been built to 
act both as a footpath and a viewing 
point for the cleverly designed ore 
store.

Two cut and cover tunnels were 
built to provide a huge ore hopper 
above them. A fleet of bulk freight 
wagons was purchased from America 
and the discharge chutes into the 
ore hopper and from the pier were 
designed to match the unloading 
doors on the wagons. Thus, if a ship 
was waiting at the pier, a train could 
travel straight through a tunnel and 
immediately load the ship. If there 
wasn’t a ship, another line on each 
side and above the tunnels took the 
trucks high enough to unload into the 
hopper.

Discharge chutes in the tunnel roof, 
again spaced to match the trucks, 
allowed trains to be loaded from 
the hopper when a ship came in. An 
average of 3,000 tons of iron ore was 
shipped every day, or around 1/3 
million tons per year.  A third, blind 
tunnel was added for wagon storage.

The sole remaining GSSR loco, 
named Águilas, is displayed on a 
plinth by the town’s marina and is 
accompanied in the photo by Welsh 
Mines Society member and Costa 
Calida resident Bob Barnes. 

With thanks to Don Gaunt for 
permission to use his layout 
drawings (see www.faydon.com/
Hornillo/Hornillo.html  for archive 
photos of the pier’s construction and 
remains)

Above: Ore hoppers above the tunnels. Note feed chutes to match the 
trucks, the discharge towers and the new metal walkway.    (Andy Wood)

Above: Bob Barnes with the surviving 1889 GSSR loco.       (Andy Wood)

The Cargadero at El Hornillo, Águilas
Continued ...

Right: The Office building near the 
tunnels and pier.           (Andy Wood)

http://www.faydon.com/Hornillo/Hornillo.html
http://www.faydon.com/Hornillo/Hornillo.html
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The Shropshire Mines Trust have had 
a replica made of one of the tipping 
trucks on the 40 yard level.

Thanks to the the efforts of Ian 
Cooper in producing some excellent 
scale drawings of the existing truck 
Barry Ellis has been able to create a 
superb replica.

The truck was delivered on the 7th 
September - in time for the Heritage 
Days the following weekend. A small 
group of Trust and Club members 
assembled to get the truck into the 
Baryte stope. Although in the end 
Peter Eggleston and Kelvin Lake 
were able to pull and push the truck 
fairly easily and quickly along 
Roberts Level and round to the 
Baryte stope.

Once there a pair of rails were laid 
out and the truck placed on them.

If you haven’t had a chance to see 
the truck yet it is well worth seeing. 
It is very easy to tip and operate and 
hopefully it will survive for quite 
a few years before needing any 
repairs!

Barry Ellis with the truck in the ‘tipped’ position, in it’s final location in the 
Baryte stope.                 (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Right & Below: Barry Ellis with 
the truck after unloading it from 
his van outside Roberts Level 
- and demonstrating the tipping 
mechanism.

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Right: John Davis and others look 
on as Nick Southwick nails down the 
rails to support the truck.

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Barry does it again with a tipping truck for Snailbeach!
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Shaft of Light!
Engine Shaft, Snailbeach

Other developments at Snailbeach 
have seen the installation of lights 
in Engine Shaft at the end of ‘Day 
Level’.

The lights designed, built and 
installed by Ian Cooper and Peter 
Eggleston are operated with a button 
near the kibble. They have been 
designed to mimic a falling stone and 
switch on and off at the speed of a 
stone falling down the shaft.

When the button is first pressed the 

“Stone drop” cycle happens - each 
light switches on and off in turn. A 
second press of the button starts the 
cycle again, but this time the lights 
stay on, illuminating the shaft. Once 
the final light (just over 100m down 
the shaft) comes on they all switch 
off 10 seconds later.

The effect is very impressive and 
gives visitors a good idea of the 
depth of the shaft - although Mike 
Worsfold would like some sound 
effects of a falling stone!

Above: Peter Eggleston working on 
the light installation.

Above: View down the shaft with all the lights lit. On the original photograph it is possible to actually see the blockage 
at the 112 yard level. The bottom light is set 105m down the shaft from the grille in ‘Day Level’.             (Ian Cooper)

Bedlam Explorations
In August a small group of Club 
members explored the Bedlam 
furnaces, Ironbridge for the IGMT.
The museum plans to put a roof over 
the furnaces and were looking for 
a possible culvert connection to the 
River. Nothing could be found in 
the old wheel pit. But a large culvert 
under the road from the River was 
located, unfortunately water levels 
were too high to allow entrance. 

When levels drop it might be 
possible to examine the culvert and 
see if it stretches across the road.

Above: Steve Holding attempting to ‘abseil’ 
down the River bank to find the culvert.

Right: Steve descending into the water 
wheel pit for the bellows by the furnace. 
There was water in the pit, but no drain!
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What the Papers Said - “Wellington Journal & Shrewsbury News”
Submitted by Steve Dewhirst

tHe MadeLey coLLIery dISaSter.

Mr. F. H. Potts (borough coroner) held an inquiry 
on Monday at the Britannia Inn, Aqueduct, on the 
body of Thomas deakin, Finger road, dawley, who 
was killed on the previous Thursday.

Mr. w. n. atkinson (H.M. inspector of mines) was 
also present, and Mr. c. w. Pearce, who represented 
Mr. w. o. Foster, proprietor of the Madeley court 
colliery.

Thomas deakin, son of the deceased, said his father 
was 66 years old, and he had worked at the Halesfield 
Stone Pit about seven years. witness was working in 
the same pit, and it was about 11 o’clock when he 
saw him lying dead in the pit on Thursday morning.

by the Inspector: His father never complained of 
insufficient timber; in fact he believed it was the best 
pit in england for timber. 

James osborne deposed he lived at aqueduct and was 
a collier. on Thursday morning he was working in 
the next stinting to where deceased was, in Halesfield 
Stone Pit, belonging to Mr. Foster. at the time the 
accident occurred he was working about three or four 
yards from him.

deceased finished getting the false rock down, and 
then he asked witness if he knew where there was 
a tree up above that would suit him to set under a 
piece of rock. witness said he did not know, but he 
had better look for himself. deceased then turned to 
go away for a tree, and Thomas Gough was working 
with him (deceased), both being in a place about 4ft. 
square and 4ft. 4in. high.

about two minutes after deakin had asked him about a 
tree he heard Gough cry out, “o Lord! help me, lads.” 
They ran to his assistance, and found Gough covered 
with the rock. witness asked, “where’s deakin,” and 
a man turned round, and pointing, said, “Here, under 
a rock - wedged against a building.” witness said, “If 
he’s there he is killed.” It proved true. deakin never 
spoke. witness should think it was three tons of shaft 
that fell. deceased was immediately underneath it. 

after they released Gough they got deceased up the 
pit. George Pearce was the fireman who had previously 
been around about an hour.

by the Inspector: He saw there were two nasty slips, 
and the fall was between them. There would have 
been no fall had it not been for those slips. deakin 
was a careful man.

George reeves gave similar evidence.

George Pearce, fireman or manager of the mine, 
said he twice examined the place where deakin had 
been working, and found it safe. He saw no sign of 
any slips, and he considered the roof perfectly safe. 
after the fall he detected the slips which he thought 
accounted for the accident.

The jury returned a verdict of “accidental death.”
14th  May 1898

tHe Late FataL accIdent.
In reference to the remarks in the last issue of the 
Journal concerning the death of Thomas deakin 
of Finger road, dawley, a correspondent furnishes 
particulars of the sad affair which go to show that 
deceased was not to blame for the accident which 
caused his death. The writer says:

“He (deceased) then went and found a tree himself, 
and had brought it to the spot before the fall occurred.” 

This important fact did not appear in the report of 
the inquest, hence the assumption that deakin had 
neglected to provide himself with a “tree” previous to 
going on with the operation of getting rock. 

according to this explanation the unfortunate man 
did not contribute to his own death, and of course 
was not blameable in the manner suggested. This 
is the opinion also of the charter-master of the pit 
where the accident happened, and who writes in a 
similar strain.

28th May 1898

MadeLey
PIt accIdent.

John Jenks, a collier, was working on Monday evening 
in the Kemberton pits, when a quantity of stuff fell 
on him, and caused a bad scalp wound.

28th May 1898
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2014 NAMHO Conference Proceedings
The Proceedings of the 2014 NAMHO Conference are 
now available.

Paying delegates 
to last year’s 
conference are 
entitled to one 
free copy each. 
Hopefully you 
will have received 
your copy by 
now - either by 
hand at this year’s 
conference in 
Nenthead or by 
‘caver post’. To 
have it posted, 
unfortunately, we 
will have to charge 
p&p of £2.50.

The papers in the Proceedings cover:
Prehistoric mining technology, the introduction of 
deep mining in Devon and Cornwall, the technological 
background of the Newcomen engine, the German 
mine managers at Tyndrum, a history of boreholes 
for geological investigation and other purposes, mine 
drainage and copper precipitation at Parys Mountain 
(Anglesey), metalliferous exploration in north Wales 
since 1964, technological and social change in the 
extractive industries of north-west Wales, the stone 
cutting and tunnelling machines of James and George 
Hunter, the electrification of the north Wales slate 
quarries, and technology adoption in stone quarrying in 
Wales.

‘Mining Technology’, Ed. D. J. Linton, Welsh Mines and 
Mining 4 (Welsh Mines Society, 2015), PB, 180 pp.
ISBN 978-0-9561377-3-9

Price: £12.50 + £2.50 p&p, available online.

New Books & IMHC Conference

Mill Close - The Last Great Derbyshire Leadmine
The History of Millclose Mine in the Liberties and Manors of Wensley, 

Birchover, Stanton and Great Rowsley.

The History and 
Industrial Archaeology 
of the Steam Engines 
of the Coalpit Heath 
Colliery Company

Author Steve Grudgings, published 
by the South Gloucestershire Mines 
Research Group.
Cost £15.00

The book covers Mayshill, Nibley, 
New Engine and of course Frog Lane 
Colliery and tells the story of the 
engines and the men that drove and 
maintained them.

It sets out to tell the technical, social, 
historical and archaeological stories 
of the stationary engines used by the 
Coalpit Heath Collliery Company 
between 1800 and 1949.

The author draws on a wide range 
of archival sources, including oral 
histories, maps and images he has 
collated over a number of years.

It is hoped that this account will 
provide the reader with an interesting 
insight into the engines themselves 
and their operational context.

Roger Gosling

By Jim Rieuwerts, SB, 230 x 210, 
73pp, Colour plans Photos and 
Diagrams. Price £15.00 + P&P.

This book has been produced from 
previously unseen documents 
belonging to the Thornhilll Family 
a considerable number of Mining 
papers dating back to the early 
17th Century which enabled Jim to 
produce his volume ‘Adventurers 
in the Lead Trade’, this lead to 
more recent 19th and 20th Century 
documents about the Great Mill 
Close Mine.

This publication details the History 
and development of the mine and 
has allowed some updating to be 

incorporated, the publication has 
been produced at the request of Mr 
Davie Thornhill.

The book is fully illustrated has 
colour mine plan sections and 
elevations, it also includes a number 
colour photographs taken by the 
late Paul Deakin. There are also a 
number of historical black and white 
photographs.

Its an excellent read and 
compliments the previous volume 
(Millclose the Mine that Drowned) 
with lots of new information and a 
more modern format.

Mike Moore

International Mining History Congress (IMHC)
Linares, Spain, 6-11th September 2016

Details of the next IMHC 
Conference are now available on the 
website:

www.mining2016linares.com

Linares is a fascinating area and the 
organisers “Asociación Colectivo 
Proyecto Arrayanes” are very 
proactive in preserving mining 
remains in the area as the Club 
discovered on a visit a few years ago. 

If you want to submit a paper you 
need to let them know by 28th March 
2106.

Early delegate registration ends 
on 31st December, although not 
available at the moment, the 
organisers intend to add a Paypal 
option to the site to help avoid extra 
bank charges.

Opening reception is Monday 5th 
Sept. 2016.

http://www.mining2016linares.com/
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DMM Recall, Books and Videos

more details at:
www.iarecordings.org

During the 2007 NAMHO 
Conference at Morwellham Quay the 
organisers arranged special visits to 
many mines in Devon and Cornwall 
and this Compilation features some 
of them. A group of Club members 
spent the following week exploring 
more Cornish mines and many visits 
are featured here.

Locations visited include:
Morwellham Quay including a brief 
look at George & Charlotte copper 
mine. Excelsior tunnel, followed by 
a guided surface tour of the superbly 
preserved Kelly mine including the 
dressing mill, and explore various 
levels of Great Rock shiny ore mine 
underground.

In Cornwall we visit the excellent 
Blue Hills Tin Streams, take a stroll 
round the St. Agnes area, attend a 
specially arranged visit to Wheal 
Peevor before it was opened to the 
public, re-visit the always interesting 
Taylor’s shaft and Michell’s shaft 
National Trust preserved Cornish 
engines in Pool and examine mines 
of the Basset sett after conservation 
for the UNESCO world heritage 
site (West Basset and Wheal Basset 
stamps and Marriott’s shaft).

A look round the splendid King 
Edward dressing mill is followed by 
a visit to nearby Wheal Grenville 
stamps, then we have a quick look at 
a variety of sites: Brea tin streaming 
works, South Crofty’s New Roskear 

shaft, the Red River near Roscroggan 
and the Cornish Gold Centre 
(containing the unique Tolgus tin 
streaming works). Afterwards, we 
stop briefly at St.Euny’s churchyard 
to contemplate the many miner’s 
gravestones.

An invitation from Mark Kaczmarek 
gave a welcome opportunity to re-
visit the Camborne School of Mines 
(CSM) test mine.

A walk round the buildings at 
Botallack on a fine sunny day is 
followed by a visit to Geevor tin 
mine, where we were very privileged 
to be allowed to climb down 79 
metres of ladders in Victory shaft to 
Deep Adit level and explore it inland 
to a dammed connection with the 
flooded neighbour Levant mine, then 
out along the long winding level to 
the exit in the Trewellard cliffs.

Finally we see that the engine houses 
of Wheal Trewavas near Rinsey cove 
are just as impressive as Botallack, 
after which we move to Bodmin and 
mines around Caradon Hill: South 
Phoenix, Phoenix United and Wheal 
Jenkin near Minions, then end at the 
extensive remains of South Caradon 
copper mine.

Running Time: 2 hours 6 minutes
Price £ 14.40 - DVD (Full-feature)

Available at Club meetings or online

‘MongsT More Mines ,  CoMpilATion 52

Convex buddle, King Edward 
dressing mill.       (taken from the video)

Part of 12-head Cornish stamps, Blue 
Hills Tin Streams.

The engine houses at Botallack.

The Western engine house on Old 
Engine shaft, Trewavas.

All books mentioned here are 
available from Mike Moore at Club 
meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

Great Wheal Vor 
Written by Tony Bennett, and 
published by the Trevithick Society.

Great Wheal Vor was Cornwall’s 
greatest tin producer at one time, 
renowned way beyond the county 
and yet it is relatively unknown 
today. It was so productive that it 
justified the smelting of its own tin. 

Many Club members will known 
Tony Bennett, who has great 
knowledge and experience of 
Cornish Mining, not least through his 
involvement in the Rosevale Mine 
at Zennor. The publication contains 
a detailed history of the mine, 
including a prolonged court case 
which may have inspired Charles 
Dickens, as well as information on 
the way the mine was worked, its 
geology and what remains on the 
ground. 

Available as a large format 
paperback at £27.00, (ISBN 978-0-
9575660-7-1) plus a limited edition 
of 100 hardback copies at £47.00, 
(ISBN 978-0-9575660-6-4).

The book has been generously 
sponsored by the Cornish Mining 
World Heritage Site Office. 

For further information, contact:
Graham Thorne, Publications Sec., 
Trevithick Society, 01621 892896.

DMM Product Recall
In a small percentage of DMM 
carabiners the interaction between 
the internal coil spring (which gives 
the gate its closing action) and the 
gate pusher (the component that 
holds the spring against the carabiner 
body) may cause the gate pusher to 
displace, potentially preventing the 
gate from closing or the mechanism 
from locking completely.

Full details of the effected carabiners 
and serial numbers are available at:

dmmclimbing.com/documents/dmm-
product-recall-14-09-2015.pdf

http://dmmclimbing.com/documents/dmm-product-recall-14-09-2015.pdf
http://dmmclimbing.com/documents/dmm-product-recall-14-09-2015.pdf
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Diary DatesClub Officers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

23rd - 26th October: 31st SUICRO 
Symposium, Fairhill House Hotel, 
Clonbur, Co. Galway.

31st October: BCRA Cave Science 
Symposium and BCRA AGM, 
Manchester Museum.

2016
Note: The Association for Industrial 
Archaeology are planning to hold 
a conference in Shropshire in 
September - the Club and Mines 
Trust have been asked to help with 
some trips around the Snailbeach 
area. Dates to be confirmed.

27th March: Columns Open Day, 
Ogof Ffynon Ddu.

17th-19th June: NAMHO 
Conference, Dublin, Ireland.

13th-20th August: 5th European 
Speleological Congress, Yorkshire 
Dales. Due to this event there will 
NOT be a ‘Hidden Earth’ in 2016.

6th-11th September: International 
Mining History Congress (IMHC)
Linares, Spain. Opening reception 
Monday 5th September.

See page 22 for more details and link 
to the website for registration etc.

The perils of the thinnest Club member ...

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice Chair: Gareth Rushton

Secretary:  Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Conservation: David Poyner

NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Membership, BCA Rep & 
Insurance: Mike Davies 

Tackle:  Andy Harris

Training Officer:
Andrew Wood

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

‘Below’ Editor, Publications: 
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

Oooo, me!I need a keen, volunteer to push 

the next section ....

pick me!

me!!

11
1

Oh, dear!


